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l 
LIQUID APPLICATOR DEVICE 

SUMMARY'OF THE INVENTION ' > 

This invention relates in general to the construction 
of liquid applicators and in particular to a new and use 
ful applicator particularly for very viscous substances 
such as glue which includes an in?atable lay-on mem 
ber mounted on a connection for the in?ation medium 
and/or the medium to be applied. 
The invention relates particularly to a device for the 

application of liquids, in particular high viscosity sub 
stances, such as glue and the like on workpiece area, 
preferably grooves, slots, bores and the like. In the 
known devices serving for the wetting of workpiece 
surfaces it is regarded as a disadvantage that they are 
often not very useful or not usable at all for applying 
the substance in question to .inaccessible areas, espe 
cially at recessed locations. In the case of blind bores, 
for example, it is often not possible to spread glue, 
paint or the like on the entire inner surface. This results 
in the reduced holding force of a part to be secured by 
glueing or an imperfect surface protection. In many 
cases, while the entire area in an inaccessible location 
is provided with the‘substance to be applied, much of 
the applied substance is carried away again as the wet 
ting device is removed, since during introduction as 
well as extraction from the gap or bore to be wetted, 
the applicator remains in constant contact with the sur 
faces thereof. . v, ' 

The present invention avoids the disadvantages of the 
known designs. In particular the applicator is to be suit 
able for wetting or painting poorly accessible areas, in 
particular ‘bores, grooves and the like. Moreover, it is 
formed so that in spite of movements back and forth or 
in and out on one and the same path, that is, for exam 
ple,"when used in connection with a machine, it does 
not strip off the substance applied in one direction ‘of 
movement during movement in the opposite‘ direction. 
The invention is characterized by an elastic, pneu 

ma'tically or hydraulically in?atable lay-on member 
connected with a filling and discharge line. This device 
is W?ted on its outside in the usual manner, for exam 
ple, by immersion into a vessel containing the sub 
stance to be applied, then it is introduced, in the slack 
state, into a slot, gap or bore, then, put under pressure 
and brought in‘ contact with the surface to be wetted. 
It then transfers a part of the substance'adhering to it. 
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The device can then be pulled out of the slotor bore ‘ 
either in the slackened or in?ated state as needed..A 

' partial movement in the in?ated state and the remain 
ing movement in a slackened state may be desired in 
some cases. When wetting or painting external free (ex 
posed) areas by means of an applicator which is moved 
past the area, the return movement with the device 
slackened can take place on exactly the same path 
without danger of wiping the substanceaway again. 
The'device according to the invention is therefore suit 
able not only for so-called different areas, but for any 
normal area as well. ' 

In a preferred form of embodiment of the invention, 
the ?lling and discharge line is connected with a rigid 
core portion, penetrating into the lay-on member, seal 
ingly connected with the latter, and provided at least at 
its penetrating portion with at least one ?ow channel 
for the hydraulic or pneumatic mediumentering at the 
surface thereof and connected to the filling and dis 
cahrge line. Said core portion prolongs in a way, by 
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2 
means of its ?ow channel or channels, the filling and 
discharge line into the lay-on member. Moreover,v in 
particular when the'lay-on member is slightly in?ated, 
it can serve as a supporting area for the transversely ap 
plied lay-on member. It is further particularly advanta 
geous that at’ least one channel leads out at the end of 
the core portion penetrating farthest into the lay-on 
member. It is thus insured that, when the cavity formed 
by the lay-on member as the lay-on member is being 
vsucked empty, the lower lying part of the ?lling space 
also can be sucked empty despite the resting of the lay~ 
on member against the portions of the interior core. As 
the device is being evacuated, the lay-on member 
places itself before the mouth openings of the core por 
tion, thereby sealing them; so that further suctioning ' 
off of the pressure medium is no longer possible. For 
this reason provision must be made that inany desired 
position of the device at least one internal mouth open 
ing remainsfree until the filling space has been com 
pletely evacuated. It is therefore expedient to provide 
such outlet bores at several points of the core portion, 
which either all open into a channel or communicate 
with the filling and discharge line over different chan 
nels. In particular, the arrangement of such mouth 
openings at the upper and lower end of the core portion 

,is important. Mouth openings may also be located in 
the center of the core portion. ) ., . 

The core'portion is preferably designed as a sword or 
bag like member or it may be designed as a pin, cylin 
der, cone or the like. The form to be selected depends 
on the purpose and type of areas for which the device 
is to be preferably used.v In'further development of the 
invention, the lay-on member is designed in the form of 
a pot or pocket and is providedat its outlet edgewith 
a circling bead acting as annular seal. The cross-section 
form .of the lay-on member will advantageously { be 
adapted to the core portion, but it is not absolutely nec- ' 
essary~to take the same cross-section form for both 
parts. ' I 7' ' , 

A simpli?cation and eduction of‘ cost of the device 
can be achieved in further development of the inven 
tion in that the filling line‘ is designed at thesame time 
as a discharge line, alsothe aeration valvefcan still 
serve its basic ‘function. As thejpressures are relatively 
low, a simple valve screw is sufficient here,.which>‘ may 
be equipped with a knurled headv for manual operation 
or it may be hexagonal or the like for operation with a , 
tool. . i > . . 

According to a further feature of the invention, the 
lay-on member is made of rubber or similar highly elas 
tic material, in particular plastic. On its outer face there, 
are warts, nubs or the like. These serve, on the one 
hand, to enlarge the surface and, on the other, to form 

' depressions by means of which greater wetting of the 
lay-on'member is possible. In another very appropriate 
form of construction the lay-on member‘ is provided at 
its outer face with raised, parallel and/or crossing web's. 
The purpose ‘of this design is in principle the'same'as 
in the aforementioned embodiment. _ ' - > 

According to another feature of the invention, th 
device comprises a handle carrying the ?lling and/or 
discharge line as well as the aeration and deaeration 
valve, which handle is provided furthermore with a 
pneumatic filling and evacuating pump. The shank of 
the handle may be used, for example, as cylinder for a 
piston pump which may be‘designed as‘ a pressure'and 
/or vacuum pump. , - 
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Another feature of the invention is characterized in 
that the outer face of the lay-on member is covered, at 
least partially, with absorbent foam material. The latter 
is of advantage, in particular, when the utensil is used 
in connection with a substance of lower viscosity.‘ A 
sponge type foam material, in fact, can retain more liq 
uid than for example a merely roughened surface. 
For reasons of safety it is very expedient also that the 

cavity formed by the core portion and the inner face of 
the lay-on member is connectable by means of a relief 

' valve with the outer air, so‘that harmful excess pressure 
can be kept away from the lay-on member. For this 
purpose, an annular packing bead on the lay-on mem 
ber is sealingly retained, not at its entire circumference, 
but only at the greater part thereof. While the remain 
ing retained packing part also rests sealingly against a 
counterface, it is not pressed against it. As soon as the 
pressure in the interior reaches a certain maximum 
value, it lifts this packing off the contiguous face and 
permits issuance of the pressure medium for the dura 
tion of the overpressure. It is clear that such relief 
valves are suitable primarily for compressed air~fed de 
vices. ‘ 

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to pro~ 
vide an improved device for applying a viscous liquid 
such as glue and which includes an elastic in?atable 
lay-on member and a fitting connected to the lay-on 
member and inflating and discharging the lay-on mem 
ber. 
A further object of the invention is tov provide an ap 

plicator particularly for glue which includes at least one 
elastic bag like member and a handle part forming an 
inlet and outletfor the in?atable medium and which 
advantageously also includes an inlet for the medium to 
be applied, and wherein the lay-on applicator com 
prises. either one or two bag elements and with the 
space between the bag elements filled with the medium 
to be applied and the inner space in?ated to apply pres 
sure to forcethe medium to be applied through the 
pores of the outer ‘bag like‘ element. ‘ l 

v A further object of the invention is to provide a 
method of. applying a material such as glue to an inex 
cessible area such as a groove or recess comprising po 
sitioning a bag like applicator into the groove or recess 
in a relaxed condition, in?ating the applicator to cause 
itto movelinto association with the walls bounding the 
groove or recess to apply the medium to be applied by 
pressure contact,vthereafter de?ating the applicator at 
jleast partially to remove it from the surface of the walls 
bounding the groove and removing it from the groove. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a de 

vice for applying a viscous liquid such as glue and the 
like which is simple in design, rugged in construction 
and economical to manufacture. ' 

The various features of novelty which characterize 
the invention are pointed out with particularity in the 
claims annexed to and forming a part of this disclosure. 
For a better understanding of the invention, its operat 
ing advantages and specific objects attained by its uses, 
reference should be had to the accompanying drawing 
and descriptive matter in which there is illustrated pre 
ferred embodiments of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

In the drawing: 

4 
FIG. 1 is a side elevational view partly broken away 

' of a glue applicator constructed in accordance with the 
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FIG. 2 is a partial top plan and partial horizontal sec 
tional view of the applicator shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a partial side elevational and partial sec 

tional view of another embodiment of the applicator; 
FIG. 4 is a section taken on the line IV-IV of FIG. 

3 
FIG. 5 is a section through a groove with the applica- . 

tor positioned in the groove and in operating position; 
FIGS. 6, 7 and 8 are views similar to FIG. 5 showing 

various positions of an applicator in respect to parts 
which require the application of a liquid thereto; 
FIGS. 9, ll, 13 and 15 show partial side elevational 

views of an applicator bag;and “ 
FIGS. 10, 12, 14, 16 and 17 show corresponding sec 

tional views of applicators indicated in respective 
FIGS. 9, ll, 13 and 15; - > 
FIG. 18 is a view similar to FIG. 1 of another embodi 

ment of the invention; and 7 
FIG. 19 is a section takenalong the line XIX—XIX. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring to the drawings in particular, the invention 
embodied therein in FIGS. 1 and 2 comprises an appli 
cator device which includes a lay-on member or a bag 
applicator generally designated 1 having a core portion 
3 which is located within the lay-on member 1 and is 
spaced inwardly from the interior walls thereof. The 
lay-on member 1 is mounted on a combination in?ation 
medium inlet and discharge connection-and-handle or 
guide generally designated 5 having an opening 5a for 
the inlet or outlet of an in?ation'medium such,as air, 
and containing a deaeration valve 6 with a threadable 
adjustment valve portion 6a. The handle 5 may advan 
tageously be engaged by an operator’s hand and manip 
ulated by an operator. An in?ation ?uid such as a liquid 
or gas may be delivered through the fitting 5 into chan 
nels 7 which are defined in core portion 3 and which 
terminate at their outer ends in openings 9 leading into 
an intermediate space between the outer lay-on mem 
ber l and the inner core 3. When the in?ation medium 
is directed into the space the cavity 11 is ?lled and the 
lay-on member 1,being formed of a highly elastic mate 
rial such as rubber,will expand to enlarge its outer cir- ' 
cumference and move it intocontact with an arealto 
receive an application of the viscous liquid. This vis 
cous liquid may be coated on the exterior of the lay-on 
member 1 or applied by directing‘it outwardly through 
pores of the lay-on membersuch as in the embodiment 
of FIG. 18 which will be described hereinafter. 
As indicated in FIGS. 9 through 17 the lay-on mem 

ber 1 may have circular cylindrical nubs 13 arranged in - 
a row as shown in FIGS. 9 and 10. In this construction, 
the nubs of the next following row are offset from the 
previous row. The nubs 14 of the showing of FIGS. Y11 
and 12 are made with a larger diameter and they are ar 
ranged in horizontal rows. - , 

In the showing of FIGS. 13 and 14, the raised por 
tions of the outer surface of thelay-on member 1 com 

‘ prises crossing webs 15. These webs are formed by 

65 blind bold type depressions 16 arranged in vertical and 
.horizontal rows. ' - 

In FIGS. 15, 16 and 17 two examples of construction 
are shown where the raised surface portions of the lay-’ 
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on member 1 are also formed by webs. In this arrange 
ment, the webs do not cross but are all arranged paral 
lel to each other. In the showing of FIG. 16 the webs 
are of rectangular cross-section and indicated by the 
numeral 17, while the webs 18 shown in FIG. 17 are 
semicircular in cross-section. ' 

In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 3 through 5 the 
applicator vdevice includes a lay-on member 2 having a 
core portion 4 and it includes the same type combina 
tion inlet connection and discharge connection 5 with 
an aeration valve 6. The interior core 4 includes a sin 
gle channel -8 for the conveyance of the inflation me 
dium such as a gas or a liquid which issues through an 
opening 10 into the space 12. The lay-on member 2 is 
also formed of highly elastic material such as rubber 
and therefore as soon as the pressure in the cavity 12 
is suf?cient, it is in?ated by the gas or the liquid to en 
large its outer surface to permit it to engage for exam 
ple with interior annular walls 50 or with a bottom wall 
52 of a part 54 having a groove which is adapted to be 
coated with a substance of high viscosity such as glue, 
paint, lacquer or the like (FIG. 5). The material to be 
applied is ?rst coated onto the layer member 2 by im 
mersing the lay-on member into the substance. 
As shown in FIG. 6,the applicator is positioned so 

that the lay-on member 2 is located between two work 
pieces 32 and .35. By the feeding of the pressure me 
dium through the ?lling and discharge line 5 the lay-on 
member becomes in?ated to cause it to deposit any ma 
terial coated thereon onto the surfaces 33 or 34 when 
it is in?ated. In FIG. 7, a complete cylindrical groove 
38 is shown as being'completely ?lled by an applicator, 
wherein the lay-on member 2 completely engages the 
entire surface of the blind hole 38. In FIG. 8, a curved 
surface 37 is shown being engaged by a lay¢on member 
2 which clearly indicates how the lay-on member will 
bend to’ the con?guration tobe covered and thus form 
a coating over the entire surface. During the in?ation 
time, the substance on the lay-on member 2 is applied 
to the wall surface or transferred from the surface of 
the lay-on member to the surface to be coated. After 
this transfer, the pressure medium is discharged 
through the line '5 or through the deaeration valve 6. 
This causes the lay-on member 2 to shrink back to its 
original form and size so that the device can-be moved 
out of the gap without effort and without again contact 
.ing any surface. In order to obtain complete deaeration 
.or evacuation of the cavities 11‘ or 12 of the embodi 
ments indicated in FIGS. 1 and 2 and 3, 4 and 5, re 
spectively, the opening at the end of the in?ow cavity 
'must lie at an end which penetrates deeply into the lay 
on member. If they are located at the center of the core 
portion or at the end located toward the packing edge 
19 there. is a danger that upon evacuation'of a cavity 
these openings will be covered and block the channel 
before the part of the cavity located at the outer end of 
the core has been evacuated. _ _ 

Both the core portions 3 and 4 of the two embodi 
ments shown in FIGS. 1 through 5 comprise a material 
such as metal or plastic and they include a packing 
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edge 19 for the core 3 and 20 for the'core 4. The re- _ 
spective elastic lay-on members 1 and 2 are pulled over 
the free ends 21 and 22 of the respective cores 3 and 
4. For this purpose, the lay-on members include encir 
cling beads forming annular packings 23 and 24 respec 
tively. 

65 
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In the arrangement of FIGS. 1 and 2, the elastic bead 

23 is retained by clamps 25 and 26 of C-shaped cross 
section standing in opposed relationship and which 
press against a ?ange 27. At the narrow side areas of 
the lay-on member ‘1, that is at the upper and lower 
edges shown in FIG. 1, the bead 23 is notpressed on. 
These two points form a certain overpressure safety de 
viceby means of which the pressure medium can issue 
in the direction of arrows 28 as soon as the pressure in 
cavity 11 assumes an impermissible value. 

In the embodiment of FIGS. 3 through 5, the bead ‘24 
of the pot type lay-on member 3 is pressed by means of 
the cap nut 29 against the collar 30. In order to secure 
this construction against overpressure a relief valve 
(not shown) is provided in the handle piece 31. It may‘ 
comprise a spring loaded ball pressed against a seat and 
connecting the cavity 12 with the outside air. 
The lay-on members may be of ‘any con?guration be 

sides cylindrical, for example, they may be of spherical 
or conical form. The entire outer face of each lay-on 
member 1 or 2 or only a portion thereof as shown at 40 
in FIG. 3 may be covered with an absorbent material 
such as foam plastic. This foam plastic material is of ad 

' vantage especially when using the device in connection 
with a substance of lower viscosity. It also ?nds a better 
hold in the pores or grooves of the device to receive the 
liquid to be applied that would be the case when ribs 
or other projections are provided. . 

In the embodiment of the invention indicated ‘in 
FIGS. 18 and 19 there is provided aIay-on member 100 
having an elastic core 41 which are arranged together 
to define an inwardly sealed ?lling space 40 for the me 
dium to be applied. The exterior of the lay-on member 
100 is provided with a porous construction or includes 
a plurality of passage slots 42 evenly distributed overits 
surface. A viscous liquid such as glue, paint or similar 
substance is fed through the feed line 43 into the ?lling 
space 40 as indicated by the arrow 44. The check valve 
45 prevents the flowing back of this medium when the a 
device is used. in they plastic core portion 41 there is 
provided a relatively stiff sword shaped ?lling part 46. 
This part 46 is designed in the same manner as the core 
parts 3 or 4 of the other embodiment and it has chan- . 
nels 47 which are connected to'the combined discharge 
and ?lling fitting 5". ' \ _ ' v , I 

With the construction of the device asindicated in 
FIGS. 18 and 19, ‘the lay-on member does not havei'to 
beimmersed in the. liquid to be applied ?rst but the liq 
uid is supplied through the line43 to the space 40 and 
it issues out throughthe slots 42 after the lay-on mem 
ber is inflated. The curved slots 42 act as flap valves 
and they block the outlet apertures if the filling space 
40 is pressure-free or almost pressure-free. This is true 
in particular for highly viscous ?uids which are to be 
applied. For thin substances therefore very small open 
ings must be provided. Due to the natural elasticity of 
the material of the lay-on member 100, the slots 42 will 
close automatically when the pressure in the space 40 
is reduced. In this embodiment when the core portion 
41 is elastic, the sealing from the stiff ?lling portion 46 
is taken over by a bead 48 of the ?lling portion 46 as 
well as by an annular bead 49 of the core portion 41 
similar to the construction indicated in FIG. 1. 
While speci?c embodiments of the invention have 

been shown and described in detail to illustrate the ap~ 
plication of the principles of the invention, it will be un 
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derstood that the invention may be embodied other 
wise without departing from such principles. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A device for the application of liquids, particularly 

highly viscous liquids such as glue and the like, on 
workpiece faces, comprising an inflatable elastic bag 
forming a lay-on member having a surface for contain 
ing and transferring the liquid to be applied and a ?t 
ting connected to said bag for filling and discharging an 
in?ation medium into and out of said bag, a core mem 
ber extending into said lay-on member and sealingly 
engaged at its periphery with said lay-on member, said 
?tting having a ?ow channel connection into said core 
into the space between said core and said lay-0n mem 
ber. 

2. A device according to claim 1, wherein said lay-on 
member and said core are of pocket shaped con?gura 
tion, said lay~on member extending into closely spaced 
relationship with the interior end of said lay-on mem 
ber, said core having a passage extending therethrough 
for the in?ation liquid terminating closely spaced to the 
interior of said lay-on member. 

3. A device according to claim 2, wherein said core 
includes at least a portion which is rigid and forms a po 
sitioning sword. ' 

4. A device according to claim 2, wherein said core 
includes a rigid portion forming a pin-like member for 
positioning the lay-on member. 

5. A device for the application of liquids. particularly 
highly viscous liquids such as glue and the like, on 
workpiece faces, comprising an in?atable elastic bag 
forming a lay~on member having a surface for contain 
ing and transferring the liquid to be applied and a fit 
ting connected to said bag for filling and discharging an 
in?ation medium into and out of said bag, a core ex 
tending into said lay-on member and having exterior 
walls spaced slightly from saidlay-on member interior 
walls, said ?tting providing means engageable with said 
core and said lay-on member and sealing them periph 
erally,4and relief valve means for relieving the space be 
tween said core and said lay-on member to relieve the 
in?ation pressure therefrom if it exceeds a predeter 
mined‘value. 

6. A device according to claim 5 including means 
connecting into the space between the core in said lay 
on member for ?lling said space with the material to be 
applied, said lay-on member having at least one core 
for the expulsion of the material to be applied there~ 
through. 
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8 
7. A device according to claim 6 including valve 

means for closing the entrance to the space between 
said core and said lay-on member after filling. 

8. A device according ‘to claim 1 including a core 
member with at least a handle portion of substantially 
rigid form located within said lay-on member and hold— 
ing said lay-on member in an extended position, said 
fitting including a connection extending through said 
core member into the space between said core member 
and said lay-on member to in?ate said lay-on member , 
and means for also supplying the material to be applied 
to the space between said core and said lay-on member, 
said lay-on member having a plurality of openings 
therethrough for the exit of the material under the pres-_ ' 
sure of the in?ation medium delivered through said ?t 
ting. . 

9. A device for the application of liquids, particularly 
highly viscous liquids such as glue and the like, on 
workpiece faces, comprising an in?atable elastic bag 
forming a‘ lay-on member having a coating surface for 
containing and transferring ‘the liquid to be applied and 
a rigid support ?tting connected to and adjacent said 
bag for filling and discharging an in?ation medium into 
and out of said bag, said ?tting comprising a tubular 
handle provided with an aeration and deaeration valve. 

10. A device according to claim 9, wherein said lay 
on member comprises a rubber material. 

11. A device according toclaim 9, wherein said by 
on member includes a plurality of projections on its 
surface. ‘ 

12. A device according to claim 9, wherein said lay 
on member includes a portion with an outer surface 
with raised parallel ribs. 7 ~ 

13. A device according to claim 9, wherein at least 
a portion of the face of said lay-on member is covered 
with an absorbent foam plastic. 

14. A device for the application of liquids, particu 
larly highly viscous liquids such as glue and the‘like, on 
workpiece faces, comprising an in?atable elastic bag 
forming a lay~on member having a coating surface for 
containing and transferring the liquid to be applied and 
_a rigid support ?tting connected to and adjacent said 
bag for filling and discharging an in?ation medium into 
and out of said bag, said lay-on member comprising a 
pocket shaped member having a mouth edge with an 
encircling bead, said ?tting including a handle with‘ a 
?ange engaged with the encircling bead and forming a 
seal therewith. 

* t * 9 9 
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